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Knit 2 Together Tracey Ullman 2012-09-11 The star of HBO’s Tracey Takes On . . .
shares her love of knitting alongside “unexpectedly enticing designs” in a book
that will have you in stitches (NPR). Tracey Ullman has been known for almost 20
years as an award-winning comedian, actress, writer, and producer, well-loved for
her eccentric and iconoclastic humor. She is also an avid knitter, and she brings
the same freewheeling spirit to her most recent production, a book she created
with knitwear designer and yarn-shop owner Mel Clark. Although she has been
knitting since the age of four, Ullman was, she says “helpless to make anything
other than long, holey scarves” until she met Clark, who taught her how to follow
a pattern and knit for real. Passionate and funny, serious and spirited, Knit 2
Together features lively lessons for beginners and more than 30 original designs
for knitters of all abilities and stripes—from witches britches and house slippers
to a saucy apron and a table skirt. Complete with sidebars and vibrant color
photographs, the book also relates Ullman’s personal stories and reflections on
her life in knitting. This one-of-a-kind brainchild of two perfectly matched
creators—one a master of knitting, the other a master of wit—is sure to delight
veteran and novice alike.
Knitwear Design Workshop Shirley Paden 2010-01-01 From the initial spark of
inspiration to the sewing of the last seam, this advanced manual to knitwear
design provides knitters with the foundation to take their projects to the next
level. The five exceptional projects demonstrate the level of uniqueness and
beauty that can be achieved with these expert techniques and how to achieve the
elusive "perfect fit" that defines a successful end product. Knitters will gain a
clearer understanding of commercial pattern instructions, improve their attention
to detail with a meaningful test swatch, and acquire a stronger knowledge of
proper body and garment measurements.
Fashionable Technology Sabine Seymour 2009-02-13 The interplay of electronic
textiles and wearable technology, wearables for short, and fashion, design and
science is a highly promising and topical subject. Offered here is a compact
survey of the theory involved and an explanation of the role technology plays in a
fabric or article of clothing. The practical application is explained in detail
and numerous illustrations serve as clarification. Over 50 well-known designers,
research institutes, companies and artists, among them Philips, Burton, MIT Media
Lab, XS Labs, New York University, Hussein Chalayan, Cute Circuit or International
Fashion Machines are introduced by means of their latest, often still unpublished,
project, and a survey of their work to date. Given for the first time is a list of
all the relevant information on research institutes, materials, publications etc.
A must for all those wishing to know everything about fashionable technology.
Life as We Knew it Susan Beth Pfeffer 2008 Through journal entries, sixteen-yearold Miranda describes her family's struggle to survive after a meteor hits the
moon, causing worldwide tsunamis, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions.
The Tunisian Crochet Handbook Toni Lipsey 2021-11-16 From fiber artist Toni Lipsey
of TL Yarn Craft, an introduction to the craft of Tunisian crochet—a unique
crochet style that looks more like knitting—with 20 projects for beginners There
are hundreds of books that explore traditional crochet, but there are few that
reference the concept of Tunisian crochet or present it in a modern, approachable
way. The Tunisian Crochet Handbook introduces this fascinating and rewarding
technique with a wide array of stitches and design possibilities. The goal of this
book is to guide crocheters step-by-step through Tunisian crochet, starting with
tools and yarns, transitioning into how-to’s and stitches, and finishing with easy
but engaging patterns. The book includes instructional sections and patterns,
complete with the necessary schematics and styled, chic photographs. Every shawl,
garment, and accessory featured takes makers beyond the basics, introducing new
stitches to expand their skill sets. In this way, author Toni Lipsey is
reintroducing crochet and encouraging makers to explore the craft further with
each new design. Crochet continues to grow in popularity, and this guidebook
offers a new take on the timeless classic, one that readers won’t be able to find
anywhere else.
Livewired David Eagleman 2020-08-25 "Eagleman renders the secrets of the brain’s
adaptability into a truly compelling page-turner.” —Khaled Hosseini, author of The
Kite Runner “Livewired reads wonderfully like what a book would be if it were
written by Oliver Sacks and William Gibson, sitting on Carl Sagan’s front lawn.”
—The Wall Street Journal What does drug withdrawal have in common with a broken
heart? Why is the enemy of memory not time but other memories? How can a blind
person learn to see with her tongue, or a deaf person learn to hear with his skin?
Why did many people in the 1980s mistakenly perceive book pages to be slightly red
in color? Why is the world’s best archer armless? Might we someday control a robot
with our thoughts, just as we do our fingers and toes? Why do we dream at night,
and what does that have to do with the rotation of the Earth? The answers to these
questions are right behind our eyes. The greatest technology we have ever
discovered on our planet is the three-pound organ carried in the vault of the
skull. This book is not simply about what the brain is; it is about what it does.
The magic of the brain is not found in the parts it’s made of but in the way those
parts unceasingly reweave themselves in an electric, living fabric. In Livewired,
you will surf the leading edge of neuroscience atop the anecdotes and metaphors
that have made David Eagleman one of the best scientific translators of our
generation. Covering decades of research to the present day, Livewired also
presents new discoveries from Eagleman’s own laboratory, from synesthesia to
dreaming to wearable neurotech devices that revolutionize how we think about the
senses.
The Star Wars Craft Book Bonnie Burton 2011 Offers full-color illustrations and
step-by-step instructions for out-of-this-world crafts featuring characters,
locales and objects from the Star Wars universe, including a felt Yoda doll, an
R2-D2 knit wool cap, Dagobah terrariums, Hoth snow globe, broken-action-figure
Christmas wreath, a Chanukah "droidel," a Chewbacca tissue-box cozy and much more.
Original. 50,000 first printing.
Plus Size Crochet 2008 "20 crocheted garments and accessories for plus-size women.
Easy to use with lay-flat wire-o binding, stitch detail photos, project specs at a
glance. Includes crochet basics section with step-by-step photos"--Provided by
publisher.
Dear Data Giorgia Lupi 2016-09-13 Equal parts mail art, data visualization, and
affectionate correspondence, Dear Data celebrates "the infinitesimal, incomplete,
imperfect, yet exquisitely human details of life," in the words of Maria Popova
(Brain Pickings), who introduces this charming and graphically powerful book. For
one year, Giorgia Lupi, an Italian living in New York, and Stefanie Posavec, an
American in London, mapped the particulars of their daily lives as a series of
hand-drawn postcards they exchanged via mail weekly—small portraits as full of
emotion as they are data, both mundane and magical. Dear Data reproduces in
pinpoint detail the full year's set of cards, front and back, providing a
remarkable portrait of two artists connected by their attention to the details of
their lives—including complaints, distractions, phone addictions, physical
contact, and desires. These details illuminate the lives of two remarkable young
women and also inspire us to map our own lives, including specific suggestions on
what data to draw and how. A captivating and unique book for designers, artists,
correspondents, friends, and lovers everywhere.
Sew Many Dresses, Sew Little Time Tanya Whelan 2015 Tanya Whelan believes that
dressmaking is easier than most people realize but that most sewing books are more
complicated than they need to be. With her "choose-your-own-adventure" approach to
sewing, Tanya offers an invaluable collection of patterns that empowers sewers to
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become designers. The trick is a set of patterns for 6 skirts and 8 bodices that
line up perfectly at the waist, plus an additional 4 sleeve styles and 4
necklines. Tanya Whelan gives readers clear instructions and easy-to-follow stepby-step diagrams that allow them to use the enclosed pattern pieces to create up
to 219 fitted dresses, including simple strapless designs, sheaths, and halter
gowns. The book covers basic dress construction and altering techniques for women
of all shapes and sizes.
Smart Textiles Stefan Schneegass 2017-01-26 From a holistic perspective, this
handbook explores the design, development and production of smart textiles and
textile electronics, breaking with the traditional silo-structure of smart textile
research and development. Leading experts from different domains including textile
production, electrical engineering, interaction design and human-computer
interaction (HCI) address production processes in their entirety by exploring
important concepts and topics like textile manufacturing, sensor and actuator
development for textiles, the integration of electronics into textiles and the
interaction with textiles. In addition, different application scenarios, where
smart textiles play a key role, are presented too. Smart Textiles would be an
ideal resource for researchers, designers and academics who are interested in
understanding the overall process in creating viable smart textiles.
Handmade Style Anna Graham 2015-02-01 Make a Style Collection That's All Your Own.
In Handmade Style, Anna Graham, best known for her Noodlehead bag patterns, shows
you how to use your favorite modern fabrics to expand your signature look into a
lifestyle collection that's all your own. Featuring a wide range of stitched
projects for experienced sewists to wear, to carry and to use, Anna challenges you
to use not only your sewing machine, but also your toolbox. Get out your craft
knife, rivet tool, and staple gun too as Anna teaches you skills you will need to
express your personal style through clothing and totes and beyond, even into small
furnishings for your living space.
Reading & Writing Japanese: A Workbook for Self-Study Housetsu Sato 2021-08-03 An
irresistible felting book for cat lovers! From playful tabbies to fierce black
cats, this book shows you how to create felted felines in every shape and posture:
crouching, preening, stretching, napping and ready to pounce! Master Japanese
felting artist and teacher (and a great cat lover himself) Housetsu Sato shows you
how to become an expert in capturing a cat's essential form and
character—especially at the kitten stage, when they are full of surprises. In this
book Sato teaches you how to: Form the basic shapes and cat body parts Create a
variety of familiar cat poses and postures Add realistic textures and markings to
the fur Give unique expressions to your cat faces Along the way, he shows you how
to infuse your felted friends with a playful sense of "cattitude," including how
to incorporate fur from your real kitties into your felted models. Detailed
instructions and photos for each cat piece, fur texture and marking make these
projects friendly even if you are new to felting. Printable full-size templates
help you form the correct shapes and proportions, and brief lessons in cat anatomy
help you make your felted cats truly lifelike. Photos showing variations on the
poses and markings make it easy to envision your own cat's likeness emerging from
your hands.
Jumbo Book of Fun for Kids Scholastic Teaching Resources 2018-03 From hidden
pictures to word searches, the fun, captivating activities in this colorful
workbook are designed to sharpen and develop essential skills.
Craft: Volume 01 Carla Sinclair 2006-10 Presents a project-based magazine
dedicated to the renaissance within the world of crafts. This premier issue
features 23 projects such as making a programmable LED shirt, turning dud shoes
into great knitted boots, felt an iPod cocoon, embroider a skateboard, and others.
Graphic Knits Alexis Winslow 2014-10-17 Go bold with gorgeous color blocking and
graphic knitting projects. Graphic Knits is a collection of 20 patterns featuring
modern colorwork inspired by geometric motifs. Fresh and bold, the knitting
projects are created by an up-and-coming design star. Author Alexis Winslow makes
use of color-knitting techniques such as stripes, Fair Isle, intarsia, and slipped
stitches. With each knitting pattern, she demonstrates how to use these techniques
to create visually appealing garments. Flattering silhouettes expertly integrate
vibrant colorwork or graphic detail for maximum effect. These two elements--shape
and pattern--engage in a playful and mutually flattering relationship across each
knitting pattern. Many of the 20 pieces have unexpected, modern details: an
oversized, chunky cable scarf is given vivid personality through color blocking. A
shapely sweater sports a pretty pattern around the collar--but instead of a
traditional Scandinavian motif, bright polka dots create something fresh and new.
Vampire Knits Genevieve Miller 2010 Knitting patterns for styles a vampire might
wear and household items a vampire might own, as well as patterns to transform the
wearer from person to werewolf.
How the Body Shapes the Way We Think Rolf Pfeifer 2006-10-27 An exploration of
embodied intelligence and its implications points toward a theory of intelligence
in general; with case studies of intelligent systems in ubiquitous computing,
business and management, human memory, and robotics. How could the body influence
our thinking when it seems obvious that the brain controls the body? In How the
Body Shapes the Way We Think, Rolf Pfeifer and Josh Bongard demonstrate that
thought is not independent of the body but is tightly constrained, and at the same
time enabled, by it. They argue that the kinds of thoughts we are capable of have
their foundation in our embodiment—in our morphology and the material properties
of our bodies. This crucial notion of embodiment underlies fundamental changes in
the field of artificial intelligence over the past two decades, and Pfeifer and
Bongard use the basic methodology of artificial intelligence—"understanding by
building"—to describe their insights. If we understand how to design and build
intelligent systems, they reason, we will better understand intelligence in
general. In accessible, nontechnical language, and using many examples, they
introduce the basic concepts by building on recent developments in robotics,
biology, neuroscience, and psychology to outline a possible theory of
intelligence. They illustrate applications of such a theory in ubiquitous
computing, business and management, and the psychology of human memory. Embodied
intelligence, as described by Pfeifer and Bongard, has important implications for
our understanding of both natural and artificial intelligence.
Human Anatomy Coloring Book for Kids Cute Planet Printing House 2020-11-12 Make
the perfect gift for all Ages in Any Occasion who loves coloring! Enjoy the
coloring with over 35 Illustration of Human Body Parts Like Brain, Heart, Bones,
Muscle, Skeleton, Kidney, Lungs and Many More! This is a fun and educational
activity book for kids to use during the Holiday! This Human Anatomy Coloring book
features: 35 Different Drawing Large 8.5 x 11 pages Size Printed on white paper
Specially Suitable for both boys and girls Perfect for All ages Activities such as
coloring will improve your child's pencil grip, as well as helping them to relax,
self-regulate their mood and develop their imagination & improve their knowledge.
Get your copy today. Draw & Be Happy!
Chibi Anime Coloring Book for Girls Chris Akarito 2021-03-27 Sweet Kawaii chibi
girls coloring book for kids from 6 years. Of course adults can also have fun with
this coloring book This adorable coloring book has 40 super cute chibi characters
to color in. Great book for all Japan, anime and manga fans. Coloring these
pictures promotes concentration and creativity of children. This coloring book
from 6 years is a great activity book, for preschoolers to train fine motor
skills. This book also includes a free digital copy (PDF) so you can print your
coloring book over and over again and color as many times as you like. The QR code
to download is included in the book. The book is extra large in size so kids have
room to color. Book Features: - Over 40 lovingly drawn cute chibi girls - For
1/2
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children 6 years and older - Encourages creativity - Promotes fine motor skills Free digital copy as PDF - Great gift idea - Meaningful occupation - Large size
21,59cm x 27,94cm This book is also a popular gift among children.
Fashion Figures Melissa A. Borza 2017-09-26 Missy Maker is a middle school girl
who loves math and fashion. She sees math in everything she does. She tries to
hide this from her friends, because she thinks it’s too geeky. Missy hears that
the school math club needs more members, but she’s worried about what her friends
will think if she joins, and she’s already committed to joining the fashion club.
After an epic internal struggle and with the support of her peers and her quirky,
loving family, Missy finds that she can be both a Mathlete and a Fashionista.
Missy figures out how to bring the two clubs together to help both groups win. In
the process, she discovers that she can openly excel in math and science and still
be popular with her peers. She also learns how her math and science skills can
help her artistic endeavors. Gain an inside perspective on what it’s like when you
love math and science and happen to be a girl. Fashion Figures highlights the
societal and internal pressures preteen and early-teen girls often face when they
excel in these subjects, and it shows strategies for overcoming barriers to being
themselves and doing what they love while still fitting in socially. What You'll
Learn Girls can have a passion for STEM (science, technology, engineering and
math) subjects and still be cool Girls can be great at math Math skills are
important in non-STEM centered subject areas like fashion and art Math can be fun
Who This Book Is For Pre-teen and early-teen girls (9-14 years old)
The Drawing Book for Kids Woo! Jr. 2021-03-30 A Children's Drawing Book for
Creative Kids This bestselling step-by-step drawing guide is essential for all
kids! With 365 things to draw for every day of the year, kids will be entertained
while learning a new skill. The Drawing Book for Kids makes learning how to draw
easy! Turn creativity into ability. The activities in The Drawing Book for Kids
book help kids turn their love of drawing into skill. With tips on how to draw,
easy techniques, and tons of ideas, soon they will be able to take their
creativity to a new level. If your kids are fascinated by art, sketching, or just
want to learn how to draw cute illustrations, this book provides easy drawing
ideas step-by-step! A step by step drawing guide for every interest. Whether
you're looking for gifts for girls who want to learn how to draw cute things, or
boys who love cartoon drawing, this book is filled with possibilities. It contains
365 things to draw every day for an entire year--animals, objects, food, plants,
vehicles, sports, holiday symbols, and more. Every activity is like a mini lesson
in art for kids, broken down into simple steps so that all budding artists can
create a masterpiece. With easy instructions for step-by-step drawing, kids can
turn their creativity into artistic confidence. Inside, kids will find step-bystep drawing instructions and learn to draw things like: Objects in nature like
animals, trees, waterfalls, leaves, and flowers Guitars, pianos, harps, and other
musical instruments Sporty items like footballs, tennis rackets, and baseball
gloves Robots, mythical creatures, holidays, cartoons, people, and more! If you're
looking for easy drawing books, children's drawing books or step by step drawing
books for kids 9-12 or 6-8--like How to Draw Cute Stuff or How To Draw Almost
Everything for Kids--you'll love The Drawing Book for Kids.
Basic Black Sato Watanabe 2014-07-08 Sew chic, dark-toned clothes with this
stylish sewing book and add a touch of originality to your wardrobe. Basic Black
is the English edition of a classic Japanese sewing book which provides sew-ityourself Western-sized patterns for 26 basic garments, along with detailed, easyto-follow diagrams and instructions. Author Sato Watanabe has published many books
that are favorites among Japanese sewing fans. In this book she shows you how to
make truly professional-quality pieces easily and inexpensively at home. DIY
Sewing designs include: Lace Shirred Blouse Tiered Sleeveless Dress Zip-up Vest
with High Neck Frilled Shirt in Charcoal Flannel Short Coat And many more… All of
the styles and fashion are easily customized to create your own personal style,
and there is truly something for everyone and every occasion in this book—from a
smart two-texture combo dress to a relaxed, bohemian tunic—and everything inbetween. All the styles are thoroughly modern and practical, ranging from softly
feminine or straight-line simple to smartly-tailored or loosely-deconstructed.
Simple lines make these garments perfect for women of all ages and all sizes. This
book includes a complete western-sized sewing pattern for each design that is
easily adjusted to fit your body form. The understated, graceful designs in this
book are ones that you'll come back to again and again.
Cut and Paste Books for Kids Cutting - Kids 2020-03-11 Cut and Paste books for
kids Awesome scissor cutting, gluing, coloring practice activity book for
preschoolers, kindergarten, pre k, age 3-5 How to Teach a Child to Use Scissors
Most children around age 2 or 3 are ready to begin using scissors. It's important
for children to know how to be safe with scissors. Once they're ready, using
scissors can be an excellent way for the child to build fine motor skills and
patience. Teaching How to Use Scissors 1.Let the child see you use a scissors.
Show them how you do it, and let them watch. If they're curious, then you'll know
they're most likely ready to learn. 2.Start with the grip. Show the child in your
hand how to hold the scissors, and then have them try to copy it. If they aren't
able to alone, help move their fingers and thumb into the right position. -Teach
them that the thumb always goes in the hole. Draw an eyeball on the small thumb
hole and explain that the eyeball will always be on top. -Teach them that two
fingers in the larger hole. Help them put their index finger and their middle
finger in the hole. 3.Try having the child do their best to cut in a line or other
shapes. Try drawing lines or shapes for the child to cut. After they do it, praise
them. (Keep in mind that they may not be very precise yet; they're still young.)
This book will help to improve cutting skill for your kids 50 pages for cutting
activity Big size 8.5" x 11" Coloring picture before cut
The Color of Water James McBride 2006-02-07 From the bestselling author of Deacon
King Kong and the National Book Award-winning The Good Lord Bird: The modern
classic that spent more than two years on The New York Times bestseller list and
that Oprah.com calls one of the best memoirs of a generation. Who is Ruth McBride
Jordan? A self-declared "light-skinned" woman evasive about her ethnicity, yet
steadfast in her love for her twelve black children. James McBride, journalist,
musician, and son, explores his mother's past, as well as his own upbringing and
heritage, in a poignant and powerful debut, The Color Of Water: A Black Man's
Tribute to His White Mother. The son of a black minister and a woman who would not
admit she was white, James McBride grew up in "orchestrated chaos" with his eleven
siblings in the poor, all-black projects of Red Hook, Brooklyn. "Mommy," a
fiercely protective woman with "dark eyes full of pep and fire," herded her brood
to Manhattan's free cultural events, sent them off on buses to the best (and
mainly Jewish) schools, demanded good grades, and commanded respect. As a young
man, McBride saw his mother as a source of embarrassment, worry, and confusion—and
reached thirty before he began to discover the truth about her early life and
long-buried pain. In The Color of Water, McBride retraces his mother's footsteps
and, through her searing and spirited voice, recreates her remarkable story. The
daughter of a failed itinerant Orthodox rabbi, she was born Rachel Shilsky
(actually Ruchel Dwara Zylska) in Poland on April 1, 1921. Fleeing pogroms, her
family emigrated to America and ultimately settled in Suffolk, Virginia, a small
town where anti-Semitism and racial tensions ran high. With candor and immediacy,
Ruth describes her parents' loveless marriage; her fragile, handicapped mother;
her cruel, sexually-abusive father; and the rest of the family and life she
abandoned. At seventeen, after fleeing Virginia and settling in New York City,
Ruth married a black minister and founded the all- black New Brown Memorial
Baptist Church in her Red Hook living room. "God is the color of water," Ruth
McBride taught her children, firmly convinced that life's blessings and life's
values transcend race. Twice widowed, and continually confronting overwhelming
adversity and racism, Ruth's determination, drive and discipline saw her dozen
children through college—and most through graduate school. At age 65, she herself
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received a degree in social work from Temple University. Interspersed throughout
his mother's compelling narrative, McBride shares candid recollections of his own
experiences as a mixed-race child of poverty, his flirtations with drugs and
violence, and his eventual self- realization and professional success. The Color
of Water touches readers of all colors as a vivid portrait of growing up, a
haunting meditation on race and identity, and a lyrical valentine to a mother from
her son.
My First Human Body Book Donald M. Silver 2009-01-19 Here's the most entertaining
way for children to get a good look at the human body and learn how bodies work:
28 fun and instructive, ready-to-color illustrations. Coordinating text explores
the muscular, skeletal, nervous, digestive, respiratory, and immune systems, and
answers such questions as What is a hiccup? and Where is my DNA?
Adorable Wearables That Teach Early Concepts Donald M. Silver 2002-12-01
Nothing But . . . Patterns! Book Scholastic Inc. 2002-04-01 Reproducible pages
with cute, simple illustrations. 80 pages.
Needle Felting Masks and Finger Puppets Terese Cato 2016-04-20 Create beautiful
works of art that you can display and use. Easy to follow step-by-step
instructions with full color photos suitable for all skill levels. Make
captivating animal masks that are wearable art. Masks can be made for children or
adults. They may be displayed on a stand or hung on the wall. Make a set of finger
puppets that will encourage a child's imagination. Prompt their storytelling by
giving them a group of puppets that follow a theme. Assemble the entire group
together for an enchanting display when they are not in use.
Color by Number Adult Coloring Book Nature Coloring 2020-06-05 Color By Number
Adult Birds, Butterflies and Animals Coloring Book For Adults. This Color By
Number Coloring Book for men, women and even youths is great for someone who just
likes to relax coloring the winter season birds and more. Every Color By Numbers
picture is printed on its own 8.5 x 11 inch page. Make one of the best decisions
this year and get your copy of this great Color By Number Adult Coloring Book
while you still can. BonusDot to Dot spring coloring pages added at back of book.
The Body Book Donald M. Silver 1993 Provides a variety of projects and lessons to
teach elementary students about the workings of the human body.
How to Draw Book for Kids Muso Press 2021-01-17 The How to Draw Book for Kids uses
simple step-by-step instructions to teach kids of all ages how to draw cute
animals, cool vehicles, plants, food and so much more. No experience required! The
101 short drawing lessons in the book are great for young artists, birthday gifts,
homeschool art lessons, and elementary art classes. Easy-to-Follow Instructions:
Simple step by step diagrams show the process from start to finish 101 Awesome
Projects: Learn how to draw an elephant, dog, spaceship, cactus, unicorn, plant,
ship, fox, plane, octopus and so much more! Large Format: At 8.5 x 11 inches this
guide has plenty of space to see the details on each drawing Suitable for kids
grades K - 8th Learning to draw has never been easier!
Adorable Wearables That Teach about the Human Body Donald M. Silver 2005-02-01
Project ideas for teaching about the human body are accompanied by step-by-step
directions, reproducible patterns, background information, and cross-curricular
activities.
Day-By-Day Math Mats Mary Rosenberg 2002 This teacher-written resource offers
engaging activity mats that invite students to explore addition and subtraction,
patterns, time, money, measurement, place value, graphs, and more—every day of the
school year! Easy-to-use reproducibles make preparation for whole class, small
group, and learning center lessons a snap. Great homework for students at every
ability level! For use with Grades 1-2.
The Big Book of Drawing Woo! Jr. Kids Activities 2021-09-14 With easy instructions
for step-by-step drawing, The Big Book of Drawing helps kids turn their creativity
into artistic confidence as they draw animals, instruments, robots, people, and
more!
Toddler Coloring Book for Kids Age 1-3 Ruth Chien 2019-08-02 Toddler Coloring Book
for Kids Age 1-3 Toddler Coloring Book for Kids Age 1-3 is the only jumbo toddler
coloring book that introduces early counting and simple word skills?in addition to
shapes, numbers, and animals. Toddlers learn best while having fun. Toddler
Coloring Book for Kids Age 1-3 helps children ages 1-3 learn fundamental concepts
like reading and counting through coloring. Whether your child prefers to use
Toddler Coloring Book for Kids Age 1-3 with you or independently, they will have
fun while nurturing their earliest learning skills with this imaginative toddler
coloring book approved by teachers, parents, and children alike. In the colorful,
eye-catching pages of Toddler Coloring Book for Kids Age 1-3, you'll find:
Fundamental learning concepts such as numbers, letters, shapes, colors, animals,
simple words, and counting Bold lines which help toddlers stay within the lines
and reinforce the shapes found in this toddler coloring book More than 100
familiar illustrations that are perfect for building fine motor and recognition
skills Toddler Coloring Book for Kids Age 1-3 is the best toddler coloring book
for fun and learning that inspires hours of enjoyment?at home or in the classroom.
Faux Taxidermy Knits Louise Walker 2014-08-01 From fox stoles to wall-mounted
moose heads to tiger rugs—hip projects that will unleash the animal lover in every
knitter! Faux Taxidermy Knits offers you fifteen fabulously quirky and fun
knitting patterns that tap into the massive trend for taxidermy-inspired craft
projects with an ironic twist! Split into two sections, wearables and habitat,
this unique book includes knitting patterns from moose and badger wall hangings
and tiger rugs to fox stoles and paw mittens for the modern, young knitter looking
for something different and new to create. The style of the book is contemporary
and fun with modern-retro photography to compliment the quirky nature of the
projects. “Capture the essence of stately home chic (and pretend you’re an extra
from Downton Abbey) with the selection of kitsch knitting patterns inside Faux
Taxidermy Knits.” —Interweave “Some of the patterns are brilliant. For example,
the ‘tigerskin’ rug is a masterpiece.” —WendyKnits “A wonderful book for the
quirky, whimsical and curious . . . and no animals will be harmed!”
—DemonicProgress
Super Cute Origami Kit Yuki Martin 2019-01-22 **Winner of the Moonbeam Children's
Book Award Bronze Medal** Kids of all ages will love this super cute collection of
easy origami crafts that can be customized in endless ways. Follow chibi manga
mascots Kami Kami and Orihime as they show you how to fold up the models, and then
how to personalize them in thousands of ways. The possibilities are limitless!
Packed with accessories that you can use to create unique, embellished models,
this origami kit includes: 48 sheets of colorful origami paper Over 35 sticker
accessories 100 stick-on pearls in assorted colors 150 glittering sequins 50
assorted stick-on rhinestones Lace Washi tape A full-color book with folding
instructions and tips for decorating the models Surprise your friends with your
creativity! Create adorable kawaii figures and learn fascinating facts about the
countries and cultures that have inspired the designs. Origami projects in this
kit include: A Cupcake: Cute, sweet, and almost good enough to eat--and why not
add some more stick-on pearls as the "icing on the cake?" A Crown: Dazzle your
subjects with a rhinestone-encrusted wearable tiara A Daruma Doll: Fold up this
lucky Japanese character and make a wish as you color in one eye. Color the other
eye when your wish is granted! Maneki Neko: The Japanese waving cat who summons
good fortune. Fold and decorate a personalized kitty for each of your friends!
Matryoshka Dolls: The famously adorable Russian nesting dolls And many more
fascinating projects! Perfect for parties or as a gift, kids can have hours of fun
doing something physical away from a screen!
Large Print Coloring Book Dylanna Press 2019-10-04 This Large Print Coloring Book:
Easy Patterns for Adults contains simple yet beautiful designs to color. Ideal for
seniors, beginners, or anyone who is looking for less intricate relaxing pages to
color. Contains a variety of designs including flowers, butterflies, mandalas,
gardens, animals, houses, and nature scenes.
Children's Books in Print, 2007 2006
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